### EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt, Travel and Calendar Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oklahoma Dates (includes travel to and from state)</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Airfare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3/3 - 3/6  
3/3, DC to Tulsa, OK through Atlanta, GA; 3/6, Tulsa, OK to Phoenix, AZ | 3/6: Scottsdale, AZ for speech at National Association of Manufacturers, returned to DC | Calendar notes travel to Tulsa from 3/3 to 3/6, no voucher provided |  |
| 3/9 - 3/12  
3/8, DC to Houston, TX; 3/9, Houston, TX to Tulsa, OK; 3/12, Tulsa, OK to DC | 3/8: Houston meeting with NERA (industry consultant); voucher says "informational meetings" in OK but not specified on calendar | Voucher: Pruitt paid for Houston to Tulsa, EPA paid $610 for DC to Houston on 3/8 and Tulsa to DC on 3/12 |  |
| 3/23 - 3/27  
3/23, DC to Tulsa, OK through Dallas, TX; Calendar indicates 3/26 return to DC; Voucher indicates 3/27 return | Receive award from Oklahoma Well Strippers Association in OK on 3/23; voucher notes interviews on 3/26 | Airfare $537, appears to cover 3/23 flight through Dallas to Tulsa; Voucher says Pruitt paying for 3/27 return but no further detail |  |
| 3/31 - ?  
3/31, DC to Tulsa, OK | Not stated on calendar | Calendar says "hold" for Tulsa travel, no voucher provided |  |
| 4/13 - 4/19  
4/12 trip to NY; 4/13 Pittsburgh, PA to Tulsa, OK through Detroit, MI; 4/19, Tulsa, OK to Chicago, IL for meeting; 4/19, Chicago, IL to Columbia, MO for meeting | Keynote Speech to American Legislative Exchange Committee in OK; voucher notes Pruitt conducting other meetings in state. | Total airfare cost $2,853, includes airfare for trips from 4/13 through 4/24; no indication that Pruitt paid any portion |  |
| 4/20 - 4/24  
4/20, return from Columbia, MO to Tulsa, OK through Dallas, TX; 4/22, Tulsa, OK to Dallas Earth Day meeting; 4/22, return from Dallas, TX to Tulsa, OK; 4/24, Tulsa to Ft. Meyers, FL for meeting; 4/24, Ft. Meyers, FL to DC | Voucher indicates meetings in state |  |  |
| 5/4 - 5/8  
5/4, DC to Tulsa, OK; 5/8, Tulsa, OK to DC (no route given) | 5/5: Meeting with CEO of National Rural Water in OK; voucher notes "informational meetings" from 5/4 to 5/8 | $901 |  |
| 5/12 - 5/15  
5/11, DC to Colorado Springs, CO, through Minneapolis, MN; 5/12, Colorado Springs, CO to Tulsa, OK; 5/15, return to DC through Detroit, MI | 5/11: Travel to CO for Heritage Foundation event (Heritage paid for Lodge); no explanation for OK trip. | Total airfare $2,904, includes 5/11 from DC to Colorado Springs, and 5/15 from Tulsa to DC |  |
| 5/19 - 5/22  
5/19, DC to Tulsa, OK through Detroit, MI; 5/22, Tulsa, OK to DC through Detroit, MI | Tour the Brainerd Chemical Company in OK; voucher notes "informational meetings" | $1,980 |  |
| 5/25 - 5/29  
5/25, DC to Tulsa, OK through Minneapolis, MN, grounded overnight due to weather; 5/26, Minneapolis, MN to Tulsa, OK through Atlanta, GA; 5/29, Tulsa, OK to DC through Atlanta, GA | Tour Bird Creek contamination site in Osage County, OK. Voucher notes "informational meetings." | $2,661 |  |